LED

INSTALLATION MANUAL

It is the installer's responsibility to ensure that your waterproof LED TV is installed and sealed
correctly. Your warranty becomes void if problems occur due to faulty installation or poor
sealing.
1. Decide on the correct position for your TV. Test the TV in that position to make sure the
viewing angle is appropriate for the viewing position. Each waterproof TV model has specific
viewing angles. Position the front bezel in order to view the picture clearly from all intended
areas. Should there be any doubt, make the area safe and power up the LED, positioning the
screen until satisfied that the picture does not darken or disappear from view as close to eye
level as possible.
2. Once you have your position check for any hazards that may stop you installing in this area,
i.e. cables or pipes. When mounting in stud walls, check for any supporting framework behind
the plasterboard.
3. Use the table below to work out the cut out size within the wall to fit the TV. The recess in
the wall should be the cut to the size of the mounting plate dimensions.
4. Open up the cable cover by unscrewing all 8 screws, connect the power cable and the aerial
(RF cable) and also any other desired cables. Place the cable cover back, in line with the holes
and screw it back into place, making sure that it is secure and tight. Chase all cables into the
wall at the bottom of the TV to reduce chances of water reaching the TV.
5. When all the material is removed within the dimensions detailed to suit your size of the TV.
Use the screws provided to fix the mounting case in place. Make sure the edges of the
mounting case are directly in line with the wall or tiles. Also make sure the mounting case is
securely fitted as this supports your TV unit.
6. Now the TV is connected check that all the functions of the TV are working before fitting.
The signal level feed to the TV must be at least 65db/1 mill volt or the picture may be noisy or
pixelated and difficult to tune. A distribution amplifier may be required if you are in a weak
signal area. If in doubt, consult a qualified aerial technician.
7. Apply a continuous unbroken bead of clear waterproof silicon around the inside of the
television bezel at least 5mm thick. Use clear, mould resistant waterproof bathroom sealant.
All models do not require any ventilation considerations.
8. Offer the television to the wall cut out and place the TV into the back plate, push the TV

down to lock the TV into the back plate lugs. Wipe away all excess silicon from the outside of
the bezel using a damp soft lint free cloth. Allow 24hrs to dry before use.
9. It is critical the bezel is firmly sealed to the wall surface to complete the waterproof
properties of the installation. Failure to properly seal the TV may result in water leaking behind
the screen and wall surface, which could result in damage to either the TV or wall. Damage
caused to the television in this way is not covered by warranty.
10. If you would like to add in external ceiling speakers, We recommend the ProofVision Elite
Music System (PV48-BT) which is powered by a mains supply or the ProofVision Bathroom
Bluetooth Music system( PV26-BT) which is powered by hard wire connection. To connect the
ProofVision Elite Music System (PV48-BT) or the ProofVision Bathroom Bluetooth Music
system( PV26-BT) you would run a RCA cable from the speakers to the Audio out (3.5mm jack)
which is located at the back of the ProofVision bathroom TV, when doing this it will disable the
built in speakers and only play from the ceiling speakers. If you already have ceiling speakers in
the bathroom and want to connect those speakers to the ProofVision bathroom TV you would
require an amplifier which allows you to connect speaker cables to the amplifier and also have
an audio in port allowing you to use a 3.5mm AUX cable. When using the external amplifier
you would also need a mains power supply to power the amplifier.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
1. Do not attempt to remove the back of this TV; this can expose you to high voltage and risk of
electric shock or fire.
2. Do not attempt to modify this product in any way as this will invalidate your warranty and
expose the risk of electric shock or fire.
3. Only use the supplied AC DC transformer and ensure the main power cord is plugged into a
non
damaged socket and away from any heat source. The power supply is not waterproof and must
be
positioned in a dry, well ventilated area away from water and moisture.
4. Do not connect the TV direct to the mains socket without converter.
5. Position your TV so that no bright light, sunshine or direct heat can affect the TV.
6. If there are any unusual smells or sounds coming from the unit, disconnect the power and
contact your supplier.
7. The unit must be earthed to the main earth system of the building and must conform to the
latest electrical safety regulations.
8. When cleaning your TV do not apply any abrasive cleaners, wax, benzene, alcohol or
cleaning
detergents. Chemical cleaners may fade dissolve or crack the TV surface. We recommend a soft
damp cloth and non abrasive cleaner.
Please note that the installation of your TV should be carried out by a technically competent
person and must conform to all the relevant regulations. If in doubt please contact ProofVision
or a qualified electrician.
For further assistance please call 0845 467 2593 or email technical@proofvision.co.uk
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Note: the offered remote control is qualified as splash proof

(Use CR2032 battery)
3. Replace the back cover of the remote control with the opener by going round
until you hear a click sound.

When the TV is on, the front light will be blue, and will be red when the TV is off.

x2

6. USB
7. Audio out
8. Component

x2

Not applicable to this product

VIEWING ANGLES
Please be advised that small LED panels can have less powerful viewing angles than larger LED
panels. However by adjusting your picture settings you can vastly improve the viewing angle of the
LED panel. Please follow the steps below.
1. Press Menu
2. Use right arrow button to reach picture setting
3. Press down arrow to select – Picture Mode and press enter
4. Scroll down and select Personal - pre see enter
5. You now have full access to the picture settings
In order to improve the viewing angle place yourself in the position of where you are having viewing
angle issues. You can now modify the picture settings to improve the viewing angle. Use all the
options to create your perfect desired image. Contrast and brightness will have the most impact.

19, 24, 32, 42, 55 inch wide

Connect from Audio out to
PV48-BT or PV26-BT

If at any time in the future you should need to dispose of this product
please note that: Waste electrical equipment products should not be
disposed of with household waste.

Register for your warranty at
www.proofvision.co.uk/warranty-register.html

Package list
Please check you have all the below items:
1. TV unit
2. Mounting back box
3. Power cable
4. Transformer

5. Remote control with battery
6. User manual
7. Screw set

Note: For any TV above 24 inches, the package will not contain a transformer

Installation of cables into the TV

Installation of the TV onto the wall

1. Place the TV face down onto a flat surface
taking care not to damage the screen, we
recommend you use something soft to
lay the TV on.
2. Unscrew the screws and remove the
cover (figure 1).
3. Route all the cables into the correct
connections ensuring they lay across the
rubber gasket (figure 2).
4. Close the cover and replace the screws
(figure 3). The cover may not sit
completely flush due to the cables, this is
normal and the screws should not be
over tightened.

1. Measure the dimensions of the back box and make a
cut-out in the wall accordingly (figure 4)
2. Make sure there is a route for the required cables to
be connected between the TV and your AV sources
e.g. DVD player (figure 5)
3. Place the back box into the cut-out on the wall with
the supplied screws (figure 6) ensuring the back
box is flush with the cut-out (figure 7)
4. Take the TV set and connect the power and AV
cables. Carefully insert the TV into the back box and
align the mounting pegs with the corresponding
holes in the back box (figure 8). The TV should slide
down slightly and lock into position.
5. We recommend applying a bead of silicon sealant
between the edge of the TV frame and the wall.
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